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Abstra t

We apply probability theory to the task of
proving whether a goal an be a hieved by
a player in an adversarial game. Su h problems are solved by sear hing the game tree.
We view this tree as a graphi al model whi h
yields a distribution over the (Boolean) outome of the sear h before it terminates. Experiments show that a best-rst sear h algorithm guided by this distribution explores
a similar number of nodes as Proof-Number
Sear h to solve Go problems. Knowledge is
in orporated into sear h by using domainspe i models to provide prior distributions
over the values of leaf nodes of the game tree.
These are surrogate for the unexplored parts
of the tree. The parameters of these models an be learned from previous sear h trees.
Experiments on Go show that the speed of
problem solving an be in reased by orders
of magnitude by this te hnique but are must
be taken to avoid over-tting.

1. Introdu tion

We address the issue of proving whether goals an be
a hieved by a player in an adversarial game. The task
is to prove that a player (the `atta ker') an a hieve
the goal whatever the a tions of the opponent (the
`defender'). Su h problems are solved by sear hing
the state spa e (the game tree) (Pearl, 1984; Russell
& Norvig, 1995).
We assume every node in the game tree has an underlying `Delphi ' value: the Boolean value that would be
returned by an ora le with perfe t knowledge (Palay,
Appearing in Pro eedings of the

24 th

International Confer-

en e on Ma hine Learning, Corvallis, OR, 2007. Copyright

2007 by the author(s)/owner(s).

1985). This value is TRUE for a node if the goal an
be provably a hieved in the orresponding position and
FALSE if the goal annot be a hieved. After fully exploring the tree we an determine by logi al dedu tion
the value of the root node. In this ase the tree is
`solved' and sear h terminates. During a sear h the
values of some nodes are not yet determined and we
an quantify the un ertainty about these values using
probabilities. We assign a probability of 1 to every
TRUE node and probability 0 to every FALSE node.
All other nodes have some probability between 0 and 1
whi h represents a degree of belief about whether the
node is TRUE (see Se tion 3).
By pla ing prior distributions on the values of the leaf
nodes of the game tree we an in orporate knowledge
into sear h. These distributions are surrogate for the
unexplored parts of the tree. As sear hes are performed, nodes be ome proved as TRUE or FALSE and
these proofs an be used to update the surrogate distributions so future sear hes are more e ient.
A number of approa hes using probability distributions to guide sear h in games have been suggested
(Palay, 1985; Baum & Smith, 1997; Russell & Wefald, 1991). In these ases distributions are used to
model the un ertainty in the real-numbered value of
game states. In this work we are on erned with binary (WIN/LOSS) games for whi h the semanti s of
a real-numbered state-value are un lear so we assume
the underlying Delphi value of a node an only be
TRUE or FALSE.
Many individual nodes must be solved re ursively in
order to solve a game tree so ea h node represents a
sear h problem in its own right. This means that a
omplex problem provides a ri h sour e of information
about problem solving in general. In Se tion 4 we
apply these ideas to the game of Go. A Go position in
onjun tion with the rules of the game ontains all the
information ne essary for perfe t play but if we have
limited omputational resour es we must take are to
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extra t only relevant information. The game tree gives
the stru ture required to extra t this knowledge.

T

This type of supervised learning is unusual be ause it is
the agent itself generating the observations. However,
as long as we make our inferen es based entirely on
our probabilisti model (the sear h tree) and on whi h
nodes are observed to be TRUE or FALSE we re eive
the full prote tion of the likelihood prin iple (Ma Kay,
2003): it is not possible to bias our models by the fa t
we are sele tively exploring the state spa e be ause
all proofs and disproofs we observe are obje tive fa ts
about the domain.
2. Sear h in Games
2.1. AND / OR Trees

1

Let the set of possible positions in a game be
N . A problem is dened by its `goal', g :
N → {TRUE, FALSE, UNKNOWN}. Ea h position
n ∈ N has a set of legal su essor positions, L(n),
ea h of whi h an be generated by an a tion of a player
(a move). Two players, `atta ker' and `defender', take
it in turns to move. We are on erned with proving
whether the atta ker an rea h a state in whi h the
goal is TRUE taking into a ount all possible a tions
of `defender'. The (Boolean) result of this proof is the
Delphi value of the node and is denoted d(n) where
d : N → {TRUE, FALSE}.

Starting at a root position r ∈ N we `develop' it
by generating ea h legal su essor position (its ` hildren'). In this way we begin to generate a sear h
tree, T := {N , E}, whi h represents possible (dire ted)
paths through state spa e. Ea h edge e ∈ E orresponds to a transition between states (a move). We
refer to the set of hildren of a node n as ch(n) and
the parent of a node c as pa(c). On e a position is
developed it is alled an `internal' node otherwise it
is a `leaf' node. Leaf nodes, l, where g(l) is TRUE
or FALSE are alled `terminal' nodes. We iterate the
pro ess of developing non-terminal leaf positions to expand the sear h tree.
The values of previously explored paths through
state spa e are represented as an AND/OR Tree
(AOT) (Nilsson, 1971).
Ea h node n ∈ N
in the AOT is labelled with a value v(n) ∈
{TRUE, FALSE, UNKNOWN}. If v(n) is TRUE or
FALSE then node n is `solved' and v(n) = d(n). An
AOT has two types of nodes: OR nodes and AND
1 We use the ommon onvention of referring to the sear h
graph as a `tree'. In fa t a game orresponds to a dire ted
a y li graph be ause it is possible for the same state to be
rea hed via dierent paths.
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Figure 1. And / Or Tree with truth values of nodes labelled.
The ar s underneath some of the nodes indi ate that they are
AND nodes. The other nodes are OR nodes.

nodes. For a given tree with values assigned to the leaf
nodes we determine the values of the internal nodes by:
^
v(c)
AND node: v(n) =
c∈ch(n)

OR node: v(n) =

_

v(c).

c∈ch(n)

The AND operator (∧) is dened su h that if any hild
of a node is FALSE then the node is FALSE, otherwise if any hild is UNKNOWN then the node is
UNKNOWN, otherwise it is TRUE. The OR operator (∨) is dened su h that if any hild of a node is
TRUE then the node is TRUE, otherwise if any hild
is UNKNOWN the node is UNKNOWN, otherwise it
is FALSE; see Figure 1 for an example tree.
Ea h AND node orresponds to a position in whi h it
is the defender's turn to move (be ause every defender
response must be onsidered to prove that the goal an
be a hieved). Ea h OR node orresponds to a position
in whi h it is the atta ker's turn to move (be ause
only one working atta ker move must be found in ea h
position along the path to the solution). This s heme
is equivalent to the minimax algorithm with a binary
valued evaluation fun tion (Russell & Norvig, 1995).
If the root has value TRUE or FALSE then the tree is
`solved' and the value of the tree is the value of its root.
If a tree has value TRUE it is `proved', if it has value
FALSE it is `disproved'. If no hildren an be added to
a leaf node (be ause no legal moves are available) then
it has value FALSE if it is an AND node and TRUE
if it is an OR node.
In this work we fo us on best-rst sear h. At ea h
step in a best-rst sear h the most promising node
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2.2. Go

AOTs an be used to des ribe problems in the game
of Go2 . Go is an an ient oriental board game of two
players, `Bla k' and `White' (Müller, 2002). The players take turns to pla e stones on the interse tions of
a grid with the aim of making territory by surrounding areas of the board. All the stones of ea h player
are identi al. On e pla ed, a stone is not moved but
may be aptured (by being surrounded with opponent
stones). We fo us on the task of solving a lass of
Go problems alled tesuji 3 problems where the goal in
ea h ase is to apture a parti ular stone on the board
(Davies, 1975) (Figure 7). For these problems g(n) is
TRUE if the goal vertex is empty in position n.
A great deal of information about Go an be found at
.
3 A tesuji is the best play in a ertain lo al position. These
moves have names su h as the `net', the `ladder', the ` ranes
nest' et . Tesuji problems are used in tea hing a player these
standard plays.
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(a ording to some riteria) is developed. This is in
ontrast to depth-rst sear h where the sear h tree
is enumerated up to some xed depth. In pra ti e
depth rst sear h has proved mu h more su essful in
game playing appli ations be ause of the di ulty of
move sele tion. However, using depth as the riterion
for terminating sear h may result in a great deal of
wasted omputational eort by not on entrating on
important lines of play. Both depth-rst and best-rst
methods suer from the horizon ee t : important lines
of play may be terminated before they are played out
leading to a poor estimation of the value of the root
(Palay, 1985).
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Figure 2. And / Or Tree with proof and disproof numbers labelled as [PN,DN℄. The path to the most proving leaf is shown.
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Sear h tree as Bayesian network. Ea h node is labelled with its probability of being TRUE. The estimated path
of best play is also labelled - noti e it is the same as the path
followed by PNS (Figure 2).

Figure 3.

2.3. Proof Number Sear h

We ompare our te hniques to Proof Number sear h
(PNS) (Allis, 1994), a state-of-the-art best-rst sear h
algorithm for nding solutions to problems represented
as AOTs. Two numbers are assigned to ea h node: the
proof number (PN) and the disproof number (DN).
The PN of a node is dened as the minimum number
of nodes that must be developed in order to prove that
node.
 P
if internal AND node,

c∈ch(n) PNc



if internal OR node,
 minc∈ch(n) PNc
PNn =
0
if g(n) = TRUE,


∞
if g(n) = FALSE.



if UNKNOWN leaf node
1

By symmetry the rules for propagating DNs are the
same as the rules for PNs if we ex hange OR for AND
and TRUE for FALSE. Figure 2 shows an AOT with
proof and disproof numbers labelled. Given a sear h
tree the next node to develop is determined by working
down the tree from the root, sele ting the hild with
the lowest PN at ea h OR node and the hild with the
lowest DN at ea h AND node. On e a leaf is rea hed
it is developed and then the PNs and DNs are propagated up to the root. This pro ess is repeated until
the tree is solved.
3. Sear h and Inferen e

Probability propagation (PP) applies the rules of probability to al ulating a belief distribution over the Delphi values of nodes in the tree. We assume that the
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where F is the set of leaves (the sear h frontier ). For anV AND node, P (d(n)| {d(c)}c∈ch(n) ) =
an OR node
I(d(n) =
c∈ch(n) d(c)) and for
W
P (d(n)| {d(c)}c∈ch(n) ) = I(d(n) = c∈ch(n) d(c)). For
TRUE or FALSE nodes the priors on the leaf values, P (d(l)) are set to 1 or 0 respe tively. For UNKNOWN leaves the priors represent our prior belief
about whether the node is TRUE or FALSE (set to
0.5 in initial experiments).
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The game tree is explored by the
best-rst sear h pro edure des ribed in the algorithm
boxes. At ea h step the best node to expand is sele ted by starting at the top of the tree and working
downwards following the path of best play (a ording
to urrent beliefs). There are two ways in whi h new
observations an hange the planned sequen e of a tions - by redu ing the value of the urrent plan or by
in reasing the value other a tions so as to make them
preferable (Russell & Wefald, 1991). Our method explores the rst of these possibilities.
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Comparing the number of nodes developed in order
to solve a set of tesuji Go problems.

Figure 4.

value of ea h hild of a node is distributed independently of the states of its siblings. This assumption
may frequently be violated (for example in a game tree
the values of siblings are likely to be orrelated as on e
the player is in a strong position there are likely to be
many good moves available). This seems more likely
to be a problem for global (strategi ) sear h of the
game tree rather than lo al, ta ti al sear h, to whi h
the ideas presented here seem more appli able.
For ea h node, n, we store the probability of it being TRUE: Pn := P (d(n) = TRUE) , n ∈ N . If a
node has value FALSE the probability Pn = 0, if it
has value TRUE then Pn = 1. If the node is UNKNOWN then the probability represents our degree
of belief about the value of the node being TRUE. Inferen e is a hieved by simple propagation rules (Pearl,
1984; Chi & Nau, 1988):


^
Y
AND :Pn = P 
d(c) =
Pc
(1)
c∈ch(n)

OR :Pn



= P

=

1−

_

c∈ch(n)

Y

c∈ch(c)

Algorithm 1



d(c) = P ¬

^

c∈ch(c)

(1 − Pc ).



FindBestNode(n)

n is leaf then
n
else if n is AND node then
return FindBestNode(argminc∈ch(n) {Pc })
if

return

else

return
end if

c∈ch(n)



FindBestNode(argmaxc∈ch(n) {Pc })

UpdateBeliefs(n)
n is AND node then
Cal ulate Pn via (1)

Algorithm 2
if

¬d(c)

else

(2)

Cal ulate Pn via (2)
end if

The Bayesian network for the model is shown in Figure
3. The joint distribution of the Delphi values of all
nodes in the game tree is:
´Y
³
Y
P (N ) =
P d(n)| {d(c)}c∈ch(n)
P (d(l))
n∈N \F

To implement the propagation rules we represent the
probabilities as log-odds ratios, logodds(p) := L(p) :=
p
ln( 1−p
). This uses the full oating point range to represent L(p), with high pre ision at both ends of the
range ( orresponding to probabilities lose to 1 or 0).
The log-probability domain is not suitable as it has
poor a ura y for probabilities lose to 1 whi h are
readily generated by the OR rule in large problems.

l∈F

(3)

UpdateBeliefs(pa(n))
Experiments (See Se tion 5.1 and Figure 4) show that
PP and PNS must expand roughly the same number of
nodes to solve Go problems. Comparing gures 2 and
3 it an be seen that PP and PNS are similar strategies. Both methods avoid exploring bran hes of the
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Develop(n)
ch(n) := L(n)
for all c ∈ ch(n) do
if g(c) TRUE then
Pc := 1.0
else if g(c) FALSE then
Pc := 0.0

Algorithm 3
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else

Pc := p(d(c)) (prior)
end if

Figure 5.

{0, . . . , 7}.

The sequen e of nested pattern templates Ti with i ∈

end for

Sear h
while proot < 1.0 do
n = FindBestNode(root)
Develop(n)
UpdateBeliefs(pa(n))

Algorithm 4

end while

tree leading to AND nodes with many hildren (due
to the fa t that a proof of su h a bran h would involve
proving more nodes in total). PP diers from PNS in
that it has an anity for developing OR nodes with
many hildren (due to the fa t that ea h hild of an
OR node represents an independent additional han e
of nding a proof of the parent). That is, PP tends to
explore parts of the sear h tree where player has more
moves available and opponent has fewer moves available. Thus PP seems to re over an intuitive heuristi :
mobility.
4. Sear h and Knowledge

Sear h is a pro ess of observation. The sear h algorithm is initialised with some prior beliefs about the
leafs of the tree. These prior distributions are surrogate for the as-yet unexplored parts of the tree. There
is a trade-o between sear h and knowledge: the more
a urate the prior beliefs the fewer states the sear her
must explore to nd a proof. When sear h terminates the parameters ea h surrogate prior distribution,
p(d(l)) an be updated a ording to the nal value of
the node, d(l), determined by the sear h. If the ve tor
l denotes all of the nodes in all of the searQhes then the
joint likelihood is given by p(d(l)|q) = i p(d(li )|q).
The parameters q are shared a ross nodes (depending
on whi h ommon patterns mat h) so generalisation
a ross dierent positions and sear h tasks is possible.
4.1. Pattern Mat hing

Exa t lo al pattern mat hing gives a rapid and surprisingly a urate Go move predi tor (Stern et al.,

2006). In this paper we apply this te hnique to represent knowledge in sear h. A pattern is dened as
the exa t arrangement of stones in a sub-region of
the board entred on the empty lo ation of the board
where a move is to be made. We dene a set of xed
nested `templates' Ti ∈ T (Figure 5). Ea h template
Ti is a mask whi h determines the sub-region of the
board within whi h the arrangement of stones (of size
i) must mat h for the pattern to be present. Size 1
is the smallest template (just the point at whi h the
move is made) and Size 7 is the largest. Therefore
ea h move in a Go position orresponds to a sta k of
8 patterns of nested sizes. Ea h pattern maps to an
e iently generated hash key su h that the patterns
are invariant to the 8-fold symmetry of the square. In
ontrast to our earlier work, here ea h pattern vertex
has ve states (atta ker stone, defender stone, empty
vertex, o-board, goal stone) and the patterns are not
invariant to olour reversal.
Nodes (positions) are mapped to patterns via the move
whi h generated the node. Let the sta k of all patterns
whi h mat h for a node n be denoted by π(n). Ea h
pattern denes a many-to-one mapping from sear h
tree nodes to a look-up table, H , via the hash key.
This table an be viewed as a partial-transposition table. A transposition table (TP) is a tool used in most
pra ti al game sear h implementations whi h ontains
the values of all board positions that previously appeared in the sear h so if a position is en ountered
again the information already gathered about it an
be exploited (Plaat et al., 1986). In this work we
do not map from positions to TP entries but instead
from patterns (partial positions) to table entries. This
partial mat hing allows generalisation a ross dierent
sear h tasks whi h is bought at the ost of un ertainty
- hen e the entries in the partial-TP are probability
distributions.
When a node, n, is developed and its hildren c ∈ L(n)
are added to the tree then the patterns for ea h pattern
template T ∈ T entred on the moves whi h generate
these hildren are harvested, i.e. added to H .
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member of X shall be denoted xij where xij is the
value of the j th pattern of size i. The index of the
smallest pattern size is 0 so the value of the smallest
(zero sized) pattern is x00 . The largest pattern size
is m (in the experiments here m = 7). An observed
value, yjk ∈ Y , is the k th observation of the j th full
board position. The joint distribution is:

p(x12 |x00 )
= N (x12 ; x00 , β02 )
0

p(Y, X )

x00
p(x00 ) = N (x00 ; µ0 , σ02 )

= p(X ) · p(Y|X )
m YY
Y
p(xhj |x(h−1)k )
= p(x00 )
h=1 k

Hierar hi al Pattern Model. In this ase there are 11
patterns in total in the hierar hy in 3 levels. The full system has
8 levels in the hierar hy. The diagram shows 11 observations.

... ·

Figure 6.

4.2. Surrogate Tree Models

Let π̂(l) denote the largest pattern
(whi h has been observed at least on e before) mat hing for node l. The prior distribution on the value
of a leaf node, p(d(l)), is distributed a ording to
a Bernoulli distribution, p(d(l)|qπ̂(l) )= Ber(d(l); qπ̂(l) ).
The parameter q represents a prior belief about the
node being TRUE. We pla e a Beta prior on qπ̂(l) ,
p(qπ̂(l) )= Beta(qπ̂(l) ; απ̂(l) , βπ̂(l) ). This gives the preα
di tive distribution p(d(l)|απ̂(l) , βπ̂(l) ) = απ̂(l)π̂(l)
+βπ̂(l)
and the parameters απ̂(l) and βπ̂(l) are pseudo- ounts
orresponding to the number of observed proofs and
disproofs respe tively of all nodes where π̂(l) is found
to mat h.

Beta Model

After sear h termination, the posterior distribution
′
′
, βπ̂(l)
)
over the parameter p(ql |d(l)) is Beta(ql ; απ̂(l)
′
′
with α = α + 1 if d(l) = TRUE and β = β + 1 if
d(l) = FALSE. This update is applied for all elements
of π(n) for ea h solved node, n, in the tree.
We also onsidered
a model whi h takes a ount of the entire sta k of patterns that mat h at a vertex. Intuitively the eviden e
provided by a larger pattern should dominate over the
eviden e from a smaller pattern at the same lo ation
be ause the larger pattern ontains all the information of the smaller pattern plus additional information.
However, the smaller patterns should be allowed to inuen e the value of the larger patterns in ases where
the larger patterns have been seen infrequently.

q

i

j

p(yqi |xnq )

2
where p(xij |x(i−1)j )
=
N (xij ; x(i−1)j , βi−1
),
p(yij |xni )
=
N (yij ; xni , 1) and p(x00 )
=
Figure 6 shows a orresponding
N (x00 ; µ0 , σ02 ).
graphi al model with m = 3. The varian e parameters, βi2 , orrespond to the variability of the latent
value of patterns of sizes i + 1 about the value of the
size i pattern that also mat hes and are estimated
empiri ally. The predi tive (Gaussian) distribution
over the move-value yij is determined by belief
propagation (Ma Kay, 2003).

In order to use this model as a prior over the probability of a leaf node, n, being TRUE in the sear h tree
we introdu e the onditional distribution p(d(n)|y) =
fswitch (d(n), y) = I((y > 0)∧d(n))+I((y < 0)∧¬d(n))
(we observe the onstraint that a TRUE node has positive value and a FALSE node has negative value). This
orresponds to letting the probability of a node being
proved TRUE be the area under the positive orthant
of the Gaussian belief: p(d(n)|µ, σ) = Ber(d(n), 1 −
Φ(0; µ, σ 2 )) for p(y) = N (y; µ, σ). After sear h termination, for a node with value d(n) and a belief from
the hierar hi al model of N (y; µ, σ 2 ) the update is:

Hierar hi al Gaussian Model

First we dene a hierar hi al model of the value of Go
moves. Let the set of the values of all the (innite)
possible observations of all possible Go moves in all
possible positions be Y. Also, let the set of (latent)
values of all possible patterns of all sizes be X . Ea h

YY

p(y|d(n)) =

fswitch (d(n), y) · N (y; µ, σ 2 )
.
Z(µ, σ 2 , d(n))

This is non-Gaussian so we approximate it by the
Gaussian losest in terms of KL divergen e. Following
this approximation inferen e is by belief propagation.
5. Experiments: PNS vs PP

PNS and PP are applied to the task of solving a set
of Go problems whi h we know in advan e all have a
TRUE solution. A disproof riterion was dened based
on the liberty ount of the goal stone. The number of
liberties of a stone is the minimum number of stones
that must be played to apture it. The goal fun tion
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The Knight's-Move Tesuji



The Nose Tesuji

Example tesuji apture problems (Davies, 1975). The
goal is to apture the stones marked with a triangle.

Figure 7.

was set as




g(n) =




TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
UNKNOWN

if goal vertex empty,
if a ladder works,
if liberties of goal > L,
otherwise

If sear h terminates with value FALSE then L is inremented and the sear h repeated. This pro ess is
repeated until the sear h terminates with value TRUE.

with pattern mat hing and inferen e is taken a ount
of. Problems that are solved after learning but ould
not be solved by PNS are labelled as rosses on the
plots. Problems whi h ould be solved by PNS but
not PP are labelled as ir les on the plots. The dots
orrespond to problems that ould be solved by both
algorithms. Problems whi h ould be solved by neither
algorithm are omitted.

The Beta model is tested (Figure 8 top) with two different initial settings for the prior parameters (α and
β). Learning improves the speed of problem solving,
sometimes by orders of magnitude. However, there
are a number of problems whi h fail after learning but
were able to be solved before learning suggesting overtting. This problem is ameliorated by using a peaked
prior (Figure 8 right). The hierar hi al model performs somewhat better with less over-tting (Figure 8
bottom). The left plot orresponds to an initial setting
of zero previous observations. The plot on the right
was generated by assigning prior beliefs as if a number of previous observations of p(d(l)) = 0.5 had been
made ( ompare with initialising the pseudo ounts of
a Beta distribution).

5.1. No Knowledge

Firstly the performan e of PNS and PP with an ignorant prior (p(d(l)) = 0.5, l ∈ F ) are ompared on
a set of 192 Go apture problems4 (see Figure 4). In
most problems the two algorithms perform similarly
as dis ussed in Se tion 3.
5.2. Learning

In a se ond set of experiments we in lude additional
problems that ould not be solved by PNS. These are
randomly divided into a training set (289 problems)
and a test set (145 problems). The pattern table, H ,
is initially empty. During learning the sear her harvests patterns ontinuously. The prior distribution for
ea h new node is assigned using one of the surrogate
models des ribed in Se tion 4.2, using the patterns to
determine the parameters of the models. Learning is
arried out by updating the posteriors over the parameters of the surrogate models after sear h termination
for moves leading to TRUE and FALSE nodes.
A time-out of 120s is set for ea h problem. The
sear her iterates over the training set re-attempting
problems that previously failed until as many problems as possible are solved. The result plots are generated by timing the solver on the test set and omparing these times with the time taken by PNS. Time
is used for omparison so additional ost asso iated
4 These are also available at http://t-t.dk/madlab thanks to
Thomas Thomsen.

6. Con lusions

Probability propagation as a means to solve Go problems appears to perform similarly to best-rst proofnumber sear h. Experiments suggest it is possible to
learn from previous sear hes how to sear h faster by orders of magnitude. However, great are must be taken
to prevent over-tting.
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